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Changes made 
to executive 
election process
Nicole Lafond 
News Editor
Students interested in applying for leader­
ship positions on campus will undergo a 
different application process this year.
Elections for Associated Student Council 
(ASC) executive positions have changed to 
bring the most qualified candidates forward.
In the past, five of the.10 executive posi­
tions were elected and five were appointed 
in two very different processes. Now, the 
recent changes made to the ASC constitu­
tion will bring the two processes together.
Each position’s candidates will go 
through an interview process, and the stu­
dent body will vote for all positions. There 
will be three stages to the new election pro­
cess, according to senior Kyle Lowry, stu­
dent body president.
The first step is the application and en-B 
dorsement stage. Candidates will turn in 
applications for their desired executive po­
sition and will go to an ASC endorsement 
meeting. The ASC voting council, consist­
ing of current executives as well as class 
council members, will interview the can­
didates. After this first interview process is 
completed, the voting council will make the 
decision to either endorse or not endorse the 
candidate.
If a candidate is endorsed, he or she will 
move on to the formal interview stage. The 
interviewers will consist of VP for Student 
Development Woody Webb, Associate 
Dean for Community Life Kathy Stein- 
acker, ASC faculty sponsor Jay Martinson, 
Lowry, the current member of that execu­
tive position, the position’s faculty sponsor 
and several voting council members.
If the formal interviewers come to a con-1 
sensus that a person is not qualified to run, 
that candidate will be cut. However, if there 
are two or more candidates whom the inter­
viewers deem qualified, then those students 
will have the opportunity to be put on the 
ballot.
The third and final step will be a student 
body vote. The vote will be sent out via e- 
mail, as in years past. This year, however, 
the candidates’ speeches will be attached to 
the e-mail.
The administration together with the Of­
fice of Student Development made the deci-l 
sion to no longer have speeches in chapel. 
ASC is still working out a way to “give can­
didates face time before elections,” Lowry 
said.
The primary reason for making changes 
in the executive election process is to make 
sure the people elected to executive posi­
tions are the most qualified, according to 
sophomore Bre Bambrick, VP for Student 
Relations.
H ‘The reason changes are being made this 
year is because eight of the 10 current ex­
ecutive positions are seniors. This will be a 
big turnover and we want the best opportu­
nities for new members^she said.
The vote for the executive position’s 
election process was approved through a 
student body vote, with 85 percent of stu­
dents in support of the amendments. This 
year will be a trial year for the changes. If 
the process works well, it will stay in the 
constitution, Bambrick said.
Freshman Ashley Sarver (center), along with members of the musical cast practice during their dress rehearsal of 
“Once Upon A Mattress,” which will be performed Feb. 23, 24 and 25.
T C W  gets taken down again
Nicole Lafond 
News Editor
Tiger Championship Wrestling (TCW) got 
taken down for the second year in a row.
Following the cancellation of TCW last 
year, Men’s Residential Life (MRL) worked 
hard to promote the event this year, only to 
have to cancel again due to a lack of interest 
from men on campus.
TCW is an event put on by MRL every 
year. Several men on campus were involved 
in orchestrating and performing a fight that 
follows a story line, to give the audience 
a show. The event was cancelled last year 
because there were not enough men willing 
to participate, according to senior Alex Rip-
berger, VP for MRL.
Because the event was cancelled last 
year, MRL worked to bring awareness to 
the event this year. All of the “Manvem- 
ber” events were geared towards promoting 
MRL to get more people involved in TCW 
when it came around.
_ “We really wanted to correct this from 
last year,” Ripberger said.
Ripberger and his MRL committee sent 
out e-mails, made posters and had an in­
formational meeting about TC W. Ten male 
students showed up to the meeting, but few 
followed through by coming to practice.
“The event was cancelled this year for the 
same reason [as last year]; we only had four 
guys come out. TCW takes a lot of commit­
ment, and we just weren’t getting that from 
the guys,” Ripberger said.
It costs a lot of money to put the show 
on, and MRL did not want to put in a lot of 
money and time if it was not going to be a 
good show, he said.
“We didn’t want to waste people’s time.”
Although disappointed, Ripberger is also 
accepting of the second cancellation.
“It may just be time to move on and cre­
ate a new event that guys will be interested 
in,” he said.
At the time, MRL is in discussion about 
what the new event will be. Ripberger re­
mains hopeful that the event could poten­
tially come back, but said, “There is a need 
for change,”
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Florida,
UNITED STATES 
Seventeen tons of ship­
wrecked treasure wrested 
away- from deep-sea ex­
plorers will be transfered 
from a U.S. Air Force base 
in Florida to the Span­
ish government later this 
week, officials confirmed 
Tuesday night.
MacDill Air Force Base 
said in a statement that the 
base is cooperating with 
Spanish government of­
ficials in the transfer of 
the 594,000 silver coins, 
valued by collectors to be 
worth around $500 mil­
lion.
Experts have speculated 
it could be the richest ship­
wreck treasure discovery 
in history.
-CBS News
%
Bag ram, 
AFGHANISTAN 
Thousands of angry Af­
ghanis protested at a mili­
tary base in Afghanistan 
last Tuesday, after being 
told that a number of cop­
ies of the Quran had been 
burned.
U.S officials said the 
books were mistakenly 
burned by U.S. workers 
when they were sent along 
with a pile of trash. The 
workers carried the pages 
out of the base, waving 
them in the air, while the 
crowd grew angrier.
Although there was no 
immediate apology by 
the U.S workers, officials 
from the Obama admin­
istration were among the 
first to apologize.
-Washington Post
Washington,
D.C.
The Supreme Court has 
decided to consider an 
election-season review of 
racial preference in col­
lege admissions, agreeing 
Tuesday to consider new 
limits on the contentious 
issue of affirmative action 
programs.
In a term already filled 
with health care, immigra­
tion and political - redis­
tricting, the justices will 
not hear the affirmative ac­
tion case until the fall.
A challenge from a 
white student who was 
denied admission to the 
University of Texas will be 
the court’s first look at af­
firmative action in higher 
education since 2003.
-Associated Press
Athens,
GREECE
The European Union 
signed off on a new ar­
rangement Tuesday in at­
tempt to fix the financial 
crisis and stablize the val­
ue of the euro, but many 
citizens saw no change in 
the economic situation.
The deal was reached 
amidst political ten-1 
sion and public concern. 
Greece’s foreign lenders 
expressed doubts about 
the new policies passed 
last week HH including 
a 22 percent cut to the 
private-sector benchmark 
minimum wage.
Others are concerned 
the 400-page document of 
policy change is too vague 
to make change.
-New York Times
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Sanaa,
YEMEN
Hundreds of citizens voted 
this past Tuesday to re­
place Yemen’s longtime 
ruler, Ali Abdullah Saleh.
The election in Yemen 
was marked by violence 
and outcry, as this was the 
first time people in Yemen 
elected leaders on their 
own, without being influ­
enced by political parties.
U.S. Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton congratu­
lated the people of Yemen 
“on today’s successful 
presidential election,” call­
ing it “another important 
step forward in their demo­
cratic transition process.” 
Yemen is still working 
to enact change in other ar­
eas of political reform.
-CNN
£ privacy policy changes
Debate rises over the details of the search engine’s simpler policy
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ABOUT GLIMMERGLASS 
The GlimmerGiass is the official 
newspaper of the Associated Students 
of Olivet Nazarene University and a 
member of the Illinois College Press ; 
Association. The opinions expressed 
; in the GlimmerGiass are those of each i 
writer and are not necessarily held 
by the Associated Students Council, 
faculty, administration or students of 
Olivet Nazarene University.
Until 1941, the university news­
paper was known simply as Olivet 
[ News. Former adviser Bertha Suppléé 
proposed the name GlimmerGiass ai- 1 
ter visiting upstate New York, where 
she discovered a lake with the same 
name. The lake was as clear as glass 
and “glimmered” in the breeze. The i 
newspaper staff adopted the name in 
i spring o f 1941, with the vision that it 
would symbolize the paper's mission 
to reflect the truth and the values of 
Olivet Nazarene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION 
The GlimmerGiass encourages read­
ers to respond through letters to thé 
editor. For publication, letters must be 
signed and sent to the GlimmerGiass 
at campus box 6024 or e-mailed to 
gUmmerglass@olivet.edu. The editor 
: reserves the right to edit letters for 
i  content, style and length. Publication; 
is not guaranteed. Further inquiries 
may be addressed by calling the Glim- 
merGlass office at campus extension 
•¿5315,.y S r a i H f f lW
Morgan McCririe 
Staff Writer
Google’s new privacy policy has 
been stirring up heated arguments 
since it was first announced Jan. 
24 of this year.
Congressmen and public advo­
cacy groups are calling for legal 
action while Google continues to 
stand behind the policy.
The new policy is set to go into 
effect March 1, and will replace 
over 60 product-specific policies 
Google currently has in place. The 
policies will be combined into one 
shorter, simpler policy that applies 
to all of Google’s products and 
features.
Although little has changed in 
the content of the policy, Google 
can now link all the information
from its different sites and ser-j 
vices to have a greater single col­
lection of information. Many are 
skeptical of the new policy, cre­
ating quite a buzz in the Internet 
community through articles, fo­
rums and blogs.
“Privacy advocates say 
Google’s changes betray users 
who are not accustomed to having 
their information shared across 
different Web sites,” said Ceci­
lia Kang of The Washington Post 
from Jan. 24. “A user of Gmail, 
for instance, may send messages 
about a private meeting with a col­
league and may not want the loca­
tion of that meeting to be thrown 
into Google’s massive cauldron 
of data or used for Google ’s maps 
application.”
Several Congressmen ^ _ques-
I’m Feeling Lucky
tioned Google about how the new 
policy would affect users. The 
site’s creators have been asked to 
clarify many aspects of, and issues 
with, the new policy.
Google Policy Manager Betsy 
Masiello wrote on the company’s 
public policy blog that there have 
been many misconceptions con-, 
ceming the new policy.
®£Some have praised us for mak­
ing our privacy policy easier to 
understand. Others have asked 
questions, including members of 
Congress, and that’s understand­
able too,” she said.
In the policy, Google outlines 
what information they collect, 
how they use the information, 
with whom they share it, and how 
users can limit what they collect.
Despite what is outlined in
the policy, people still remain 
skeptical. One of the reasons for 
the skepticism is that a page on 
Google’s site stated the Safari set­
tings would prevent tracking by 
Google. This was untrue. Google 
was, in fact, still controlling data 
collection.
Google has since ceased these 
practices, yet three congressmen 
and several advocacy groups, in­
cluding Consumer Watchdog and 
the Electronic Privacy Informa­
tion Center, are still seeking legal 
action and have requested the Fed­
eral Trade Commission to conduct 
further investigation, according to 
Fox News.
Debate continues as to whether 
the Google’s new privacy policy 
is a violation or if it is in the best 
interest of its users.
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Students serve outside of ONU
Senior 
Elizabeth 
Morley (far 
left) and 
grad student 
Courtney 
Fuqua (far 
right) spend 
time with 
kids from 
the Salvation 
Army min­
istry at a 
corn maze at 
Vana’s Pump­
kin Land in 
Kankakee.
Ashley Sarver 
Staff Writer
Several Olivet students head over 
to the Salvation Army in Kanka­
kee every Wednesday and Sunday 
to spread God’s love and lend a 
helping hand.
There p s  no specif!campus 
ministry beltiSid their trips; they 
are simply students who serve.
On Sunday mornings, they lead 
worship and teach Sunday school 
to the children, while on Wednes­
day nights, they have devotions, 
games and music lessons for the 
kids.
“At the corps, [Olivet M.A. s tu ­
dent] Courtney Fyqua had been 
doing a lot by herself, and I felt 
called to step up into service there 
to help and become a part of the 
church. I just sort of dove right 
in and started doing whatever I 
could,* jsaid senior Elizabeth Mor- 
$jey, one of the students involved.
About 20 children come on 
Wednesday evenings ready to 
learn and play games. After eat­
ing dinner, they play basketball
and wait for the arrival of the col*., 
lege students that will teach them 
about God. Tyjhaun Stevenson, 6, 
||oves the fact that he can play bas­
ketball and Tionna Leejf|i, loves 
the college students..
“They help us learn about God 
and it’s fun,” she said, 
t “I like the people and the music® 
I have learned that God makes 
miracles and He helps you through 
hard times," 
said Tionna’s 
t|0-year-old sis­
ter Shanice.
T y j h a u n ,
Tionna and 
Shanice are just 
a few of the
many children that come every 
week to learn about God’s love.
sj think itjfi| a great place to get 
involved and to worship,” Morley 
added. “It’s in the heart of Kanka­
kee, far from the glitter and deep 
into the beauty of a real God re­
deeming real people.” ,
The Salvation Army o f Kankakee 
ih  lQCMed at 148 N. Harrison Ave.
“Ifelt called to step 
up into service there 
to help and become a 
part of the church.”
Ladies to ‘travel the world’
Heather Mead 
Staff Writer
Women’s Residential Life (WRL)' 
welcomes any female on campus 
to attend the Leading Ladies LunS 
cheon, which will take place Feb. 
25. The theme this year isr“All 
around the World.” ;j 
The theme was derived from 
Matthew 5:14-16, which tells 
Christians to be a light to the 
world.
“The.fliers have;« world de­
sign,” said senior Karyn Nichols*' 
VP for WRL.„“The afternoon of 
the luncheon [Chalfant] will also 
be decorated like the world.”
This event originally began as a 
mother-daughter banquet in 2005, 
but it has broadened to welcome 
any important women in the lives 
i of students attending the event.
; “Leading Ladies [celebrate^
Sole models students have in their 
lives,” Nichols said.
WRL tries to have a panel or a 
speaker at the annual event.
Sue Busier, this year’s speaker, 
■worked in the military and has 
travelled around the world. She 
will be discussing encouragement 
in relation to the theme.
Additionally a video is shown 
every year that the girls make for 
their guests.
“We usually have as video of 
the girls thanking their lady for 
coming, telling a story or saying 
how much they mean to them,”: 
Nichols said.
The event has continued be- 
bause ©Bits success with many 
people attending year after year.
Nichols and her Leading Ladies 
planning committee of five girls 
began the planning process before 
Christmas break and started final­
izing their plans in mid-January.
The committee decides on the 
theme, and then works on creatS 
ing ideas for cenleipieces, tickets 
and bulletins as well as choosing 
the speaker. They also have the 
privilege of taste-testing the food 
provided by Sodexo’s catering 
service.
Junior Ashley Goad joined the' 
committee for the first time this, 
year.
H r  went to the Leading Ladies 
Luncheon last year, and I really 
enjoyed it,” she, said. “I wanted to 
be a part of it to make it a better 
and more enjoyable experience 
for people that come this year.”
She has contributed with pro­
viding ideas fbf the centerpieces^ 
tickets and bulletins. She has also 
Sold a few tickets.
“Seeing it all come together will 
be the best part,” Goad said.
Seniors selected for 2012 Who's Who list
Fifty-four Olivet seniors were named to the “Who’s Who Among Students in Ameri­
can Universities and Colleges” list this past January. Students were nominated by 
faculty and staff members based on four categories: academic achievement, extra­
curricular involvement, Christian witness and potential for future leadership.
The following students appeared on the list this year:
Bethany Abbott Emily Hay Jaclyn Puroll
Zachary Baker Michael Hileman Morgan Radzimanowski
Natalie Begick Austin Hill Matthew Reynolds
Jordan Bergren Nathan Iwema Karen Ritter
Kelsea Beville Mitchell Johnson Angela Rivas
Michael Bishop Cynthia Lopez Kayla Rolling
Lauren Blunier Kyle Lowry Jacob Schmidt
John Christensen Amanda Mazzaro Sarah Sinn
Lauren Comfort Katie McCooey Krista Skelton
Christian Cornish Kate McGill James Smit
Kara DeYoung Allison McGuire , Colton Smith
Sarah Di Monte Ashley McGuire Shara Southerland
Tyson Dodd Jacob Naldi Bryan Stevens
Shane Emaus Staci Oliver Danielle Vander Schaaf
Hannah Escalante Allison Park Rachel Waltz
Corrie Everson Audrey Penrod Maggie Whittington
Laura Fleschner Holly Pflederer Angela Williams
Martha Harrouff Jana Pierce Sarah Zelhart
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(Left to right) Morgan McCririe, GJ Frye, Luverta Reames, Jake Neuman, Jenny White, Autumn Keiss, Cathy Schutt and 
Nicole' Lafond hold their awards after the^CPA luncheon. The staff won seven awards this year from various categories.
GG staff has success at ICPA
Cathy Schutt 
Exectutive Editor
The GlimmerGlass staff received 
seven awards at a state newspaper 
competition last weekend.
Each, year, the Illinois College 
Press Association (ICPA) hosts a 
conference at the DoubleTree Ho­
tel on Ohio; Street in downtown 
Chicago. Illinois college students 
who work for their university 
newspaper are invited to attend.
This year, student journalists 
from ¡15 schools, including state 
and private universities, gathered 
at the DoubleTree on Feb. 17 and 
18 to learn more about their craft.
Eight Olivet students attended 
the conference this year represent­
ing the GlimmerGlass.
On Friday afternoon and Satur-I 
day morning, they listened.to pro­
fessional journalist give lectures 
on many practical topics* includ­
ing how to be a movie critic,%ow 
to write editorials and how to nail 
down a job after graduation.
. An awards luncheon closed the 
conference on Saturday. During 
this time, students received cer­
tificates for articles, photos and 
graphics they had submitted to the 
association’s annual competition 
several months earlier.
Back in December, members of 
the GlimmerGlass editorial staff 
spent time perusing the past year’s 
newspapers and selecting entries 
to submit to the contest. Entry
categories ranged from “Front 
Page Layout” to “News Story” to 
'"Headline Writing.”
The GlimmerGlass submitted 
entries in 26 categories this year, 
and it paid off. The staff won 
seven awards total, including one 
first-place plaque.
Junior Rachel Kearney earned 
three of these awards, placing 
first in “Sports Page Design” and 
earning honorable mentions in 
“In-Depth Reporting” and “Sports 
Column.”
according to the frequency and 
circulation size of the publication, 
falling into one of three groups: 
“Dailies,”' “Non-Dailies*^ Over 
4,000” or “Non-Dailies Under 
4,000.||1
The awards previously menf^ 
tioned were judged according to 
these categories, with the Glim­
merGlass falling into the smallest 
group.
There is also an “Open” cate­
gory, to which any of the member 
schools could submit. This year,
“The fact that the GlimmerGlass consistently 
performs well when compared to other 
papers... says a lot about the quality of the 
paper as well as the staff
*1 was really surprised,” she 
said after the cdnferenceH‘1 feel 
like everything B e  do here is a 
team effort, so [these awards] re­
flect the entire newspaper staff 
and the journalism department as 
a whole.”
In addition to Kearney’s acco­
lades, junior Dianna Wood took 
third place for “Feature Photo.” 
Senior Cathy Schutt, junior Mor­
gan McCririe and 2008 grad Levi 
Barse contributed to a M) concert 
photo spread, winning an honor­
able mention in the “Photo Essay” 
category.
Most ICPA awards are judged
open categories had a potential 
pool*of?0 entries each.
For the first time in several 
years, Olivdt students placed in 
two of these open categories,^Se­
nior Stephanie Williams won an 
honorable mention for “Editorial 
Cartoon,” and sophomore Cam­
eron Carpenter took second place 
in “Critical Review (Film).”
Carpenter was particularly sur­
prised at receiving this award, as 
he had only written for the paper 
once last semester.
EHl’m admittedly shocked and 
greatly honored, and I thank the 
GlimmerGlass staff for allowing
me the opportunity to write for 
their newspaper,” he said.
McCririe, a staff photographer 
for the GlimmerGlass, also par­
ticipated in the "Shoot Chicago^| 
photo contest while at the ICPA 
conference last weekend, along 
with about 20 other students from 
different schools.
Each year, the contest judges 
choose a different'.theme; this 
year’s theme was “"Invisible Chi­
cago.” The students had a little 
less than three hours to scour the 
city in search of the one image 
that best exemplified this theme.
After shooting a variety of sub­
jects, McCririe decided which 
photo she would submit: a shot of ■ 
a homeless man she had met and 
befriended during her search.
GlimmerGlass . adviser Thalyta 
;;Swanepoel said she is very proud 
of what the staff has accomplished 
so far this year and attributed its 
success to tiie hard workm all its 
members.
i&T“We have a consistently good 
performance,” she said. “The fact 
that the GlimmerGlass consistent­
ly performs well when compared 
to other papers at secular as well 
as Christian universities says a lot 
about the quality of the paper as 
well as the staff.”
Following the conference, she 
told, the GlimmerGlass team, 
“You have proven yet again that 
the GlimmerGlass is a publication 
to be reckoned with.”
'Shine Factor' competition offers scholarship
Destiny Mitchell.
Staff Writer
Shine.FM is now hosting “The 
Shine Factor^ a singing competi­
tion that offers the winner a music?» 
scholarship of $10,000, the chance 
to record a two-song demtjpand 
the opportunity to perform for a 
Shine concert event. The scholar­
ship can be held for 10 years and 
is transferable to  any member of 
the winner’s immediate family.
The first stage of the three-part 
auditions were Saturday, Feb. 18, 
in three different locations^ Bour­
bonnais, Matteson and Dyer, Ind. 
The Warming House was open 
from 2 to 5 p.m. for Bourbonnais
auditions. Fifty-five guests were 
there by the time the doors opened. 
Many contestants had already pre­
registered for the competition, but 
walk-ins were accepted as well.
Each contestant was given a 
Shine.FM T-shirt, an Olivet Naz- 
arene University tote bag and a 
bottle of water before being se­
lected in random order to perform 
a 60-second acapella piece in 
front of a four-judge panel. Sierra 
Navarro, an ONU freshman, was 
contestant number 803 and one of 
the last people called to perform.
“Normally I would prefer to 
be the first to sing. There was a 
’ lot of anxiety of whether or not 
they were going to call my num­
ber next,” she said. “But eventual 
ally, as I saw the other contestants 
perform, I became more comfort­
able.”
The judges, who were all staff 
members of Shine Rock, asked 
each contestant a unique question 
before their performance. They 
socialized with the contestants as 
well as the audience, creating an 
anxiety-free environment^
“The entire process was very 
simple and laid-back. The judges 
were super nice and talkative. 
They really knew how to make it 
comfortable for us [contestants],” 
Navarro stated. “They made it 
easier for me to relax and not 
worry about how well the other
contestants were doing. I had fun 
up there^llj
Contestants found out Monday 
via Shine.FM if they made it into 
the Sweet 16, or a compilation of 
the top eight females and top eight 
males, who will then move on to 
stage two of the competition on 
March 2.
The Sweet 16 finalists will per­
form 3-minute songs accompa­
nied by a guitar or piano. Eight 
.finalists will then move on to the 
Elite 8 semifinals, where they will 
perform a song accompanied by a 
house band on March 16.
The grand prize winner will be 
announced Tuesday, March 27, at 
7:15 a.m. on ShineJFM.
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2012 CANDIDATE PROFILES:
• Comparing the four Republican candidates by the issues
Newt Gingrich Ron Paul Mitt Romney R ick Santorum
ABORTION:
Gingrich opposes government subsi­
dies to abortion, but he does not sup­
port a  constitutional abortion ban. He 
does not support Planned Parenthood 
and believes it should be defunded 
and not a requirement for American 
taxpayers.
Paul believes federal government does 
not have the power either to legalize or 
ban abortion.
Romney believes Roe v. Wade (a land- ’, 
mark 1973 case legalizing abortion) 
should be reversed by the Supreme 
Court in the future. He also befi&ves 
states should decide their own abortion 
laws.
Santorum supports a constitutional 
ban on abortions, and he opposes the 
practice in all cases, including rape.
DEBT:
Gingrich is in favor o’f  restricting fed­
eral spending.
Paul promises to reduce the federal 
government’s spending by nearly 50 
percent, eliminate five o f the Cabinet 
agencies and stop all spending on ex­
isting conflicts, as well as foreign aid.
Romney defended the 2008 bailout 
o f America’s financial sector, but 
criticized the 2009 bailouts to GM
and ChryslenfHe supports a federal 
spending cap o f 20 percent o f the gross 
domestic product (GDP).
Santorum wants to freeze social and 
military spending at their current levels 
for the next five years to reduce federal 
budgets during that time by $5 trillion.
ECONOMY:
Gingrich wants to repeal the financial 
industry regulations that were enacted 
by Congress (including the Dodd- 
Frank Act)i after the meltdown o f the 
financial sector. He would restrict the 
Federal Reserve’^  ability to set interest 
rates at very low levels.
Paul says he would return the United 
States to the gold standard monetary 
system (which ended in 1971) and 
eliminate the Federal Reserve, as well 
as most o f the current federal regula­
tions.
Romney would decrease tax levels» 
reduce regulations, balance the budget 
and develop more trade deals id an at­
tempt to generate growth. He would re­
place the current jobless benefits with 
savings accounts for the unemployed 
and would repeal recent regulations of 
the financial industry.
Santorum promises to eliminate 
corporate taxes for manufacturers dn 
manufacturing com panies drill for
more oil and gas on American territory 
and cut regulations.
GAY MARRIAGE:
Gingrich believes i f  the Defense o f 
Marriage A ct (a 1996 law that defines ■ 
marriage as between a man and a wom­
an)-fails, he would support a constitu­
tional amendment to ban gay marriage.
Paul believes the states should have the 
ability to decide to legalize or prohibit 
gay marriage.
Romney favors the constitutional 
amendment to ban gay marriage. He 
also believes the power to do so should 
be held by the federal government, not 
the states.
Santorum is in favor o f a constitutional 
ban on same-sex marriage, rather than 
allowing the states to decide.
HEALTH CARE:
Gingrich would prohibit insurers from 
being able to cancel or charge much 
higher rates to holders who become sick. 
He would also offer a “generous” tax 
credit to help people buy insurance.
Paul is against requirements to enroll 
in health insurance plans, as well as all 
federal subsidies for coverage.
Romney opposes federal mandate for 
workers to obtain health insurance.
He has proposed “generous” subsidies
. PHOTOS FROM GOOGLE IMAGES
to  help people who will retire in the 
future to purchase private insurance» 
rather than go on Medicare.
Santorum says he would attempt to 
cut off the money to Obama’s health 
’'Care law that would be needed to 
implement it into economy. He is in 
favor o f Bush’s 2003 prescription drug 
program for elderly persons.
EDUCATIONS
Gingrich would “dramatically shrink” 
the size o f the Department o f Educa­
tion. He believes all elementary and 
secondary students should be given a 
voucher so their parents can choose 
which school they want their child to 
attend.
Paul believes students should be 
able to “opt out” o f the public school 
system.
Romney supports efforts to evaluate 
the ability o f teachers. He opposes, 
small classes, claiming they make little 
difference in education. He belives that 
the improvement o f education should 
not just be the responsbility o f teachers 
unions, but also o f the state.
Santorum is in favor o f school vouch-H 
ers. -
Staff writer David Parker contributed to 
this report. He can be reached at dpark- 
er2@live. olivet, edu.
$3.8 trillion budget request revealed last week
Jenny White 
Assistant News Editor
Although media attention is currently being 
paid to the struggle between GOP candi­
dates, one of these candidates will go head- 
to-head with Obama in November.
What is Obama doing to stay on top? Ear­
lier this month he revealed a new budget re­
quest and tax proposals, set to begin Oct. 1, 
2013, according to a Feb. 13 article in The 
New York Times..,
This plan entails a $3.8 trillion budget re­
quest, raising taxes on the rich and increas­
ing spending on infrastructure and educa­
tion reform. It will also cause the Bush tax 
cuts to expire and enact the “Buffett Rule,” 
named after billionaire investor Warren 
Buffett. This rule calls for families in the 
highest income bracket (more than $1 mil­
lion) to pay at least 30 percent in taxes, ac­
cording to CNN on Feb. 13.
This tax proposal was opposed by Re­
publican candidates, who claim it is reticent 
of other failed campaigns from Obama’s 
term, including upper-income bracket tax­
ing and doing away with tax breaks on fuel 
companies.
The proposal is at odds with GOP can­
didates, whose debt reduction plans largely 
call for tax reductions that may end up rais­
ing the federal budget. •
House Republican Conference Vice- 
Chairwoman Cathy McMorris' claimed this 
budget proposal will put America in the 
same financial crisis as Greece is currently, 
said one Feb. 21 Huff Post article.
However, some statisticians believe that 
if Obama’s debt reduction plan succeeds, it 
is estimated to drop by approximately $901 
billion every year, as reported by the Asso­
ciated Press on Feb. 13.
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Nudity in art is professional, not sexual
Tweet-le Dumb 
Jimmy Phillips
An adorable little bunny taught me that 
if I can’t say anything nice, then I ought 
not to say anything at all. I would like to 
apply that lesson to online social media.
While there are other outlets on the 
Web,j|jjwant to focus this piece on Twit­
ter and Olivet Chapel tweets.
People have defended the outspo­
ken while others have stopped short of 
condemning them to hell for their harsh 
language. The negative nancies retort 
that all the Christians on this campus 
are hypocritical, so they should just be 
quiet. It is really juvenile. If I am being 
honest, I fall on the side of the people 
who are sick of the mean chapel Tweet­
ing, but not for the usual reasons.
First of all, I understand not every­
body here loves Jesus. Yes, this is a re­
ligious school, but we don’t all claim 
Christ as our Savior. I do, but that 
doesn’t mean my neighbor does. But the 
whining about having to go to chapel is 
old. You chose to come here, so stop the 
bellyaching. If you don’t like Jesus and 
chapel, go somewhere else. If mommy 
and daddy are forcing you to go here, 
they are probably also paying for it, so 
do us all a favor and be silent.
I also noticed a number of the haters 
seem to be religion majors. I don’t mean 
to rag on future men and women of the 
cloth. I would like to point out, however, 
that, having read some of those Tweets,
I would likely not attend some of your 
churches. If you disagree with the theol­
ogy, take it up with the chaplain or the 
theology department Don’t be a coward 
and moan about it on Twitter.
Here is my last complaint, and I think 
the one with the most validity. Olivet 
is a school that provides an “education 
with a Christian purpose,” but they are 
not holding up die “education” part if 
people are stupid enough to gripe about 
chapel and then link it so everyone and 
their mom can read i t  Seriously. Com­
plaining about Olivet and tagging it in 
your post is about the dumbest thing I’ve 
heard. At least be creative and make the 
tag something like “#930naptime.”
I think this speaks to a problem deeper 
than 140 characters. There are students 
on this campus with serious authority is­
sues. They don’t like the idea of people 
telling them what to do. Too bad. That’s 
life. Grow up a little and realize you are 
nearly a real-world adult. Somebody 
will always be your superior unless you 
manage to get God’s job should He re­
tire (and I don’t see that happening).
Using the Internet to denigrate others 
is a sign of immaturity, insecurity and 
unintelligence, so do us all a favor and 
act your age. Besides, bluebirds tweet 
pretty songs, not ugly slander.
Please, #shutup
Jenny White 
Assistant News Editor
Coming to ONU as an art minor with years 
of prior art experience gave me perspective 
regarding the policies of art classes here. 
The policy which surprised me the most 
was the sketching of the clothed body in 
figure studies.
Because I grew up in a family with sever­
al professional artists, including my father, 
I took art courses throughout most of my 
primary and high school education, both in 
and outside of school. I was exposed to the 
“undraped” human figure in the context of 
study at a very young age.
The purpose of a figure studies class is 
to understand human anatomy. Drawing a 
figure fully clothed is not a figure drawing 
class at all; it’s just a drawing class. It is 
essential to study the bone and muscular 
structures of the human body to render it 
accurately, and this simply cannot be done 
through viewing a clothed figure.
As an underclassman at ONU, I was in­
formed the figure studies policy exists be­
cause having nude or partially nude models 
“violates file dress code.” This statement is 
r'ju s t as illogical as saying atheism should
not be discussed in classes because this is 
a Christian university. We are pursuing a 
liberal arts education, and every aspect of 
academia needs to and should be explored, 
whether it is the nude figure in an art class 
or the ideology of other religions.
Studying the human form is an intellec­
tual pursuit. Part of my offense regarding 
the figure studies policies here is that it per­
petuates the over-sexualization of Ameri­
can culture.
Let me be clear: the naked body is not 
inherently sexual; ft is natural and beauti­
ful. If there are students on this campus who 
cannot separate the two, or who find naked­
ness is an academic context to be sexual, I 
would venture to say they do not belong in 
the art program. If a model is uncomfort­
able with posing nude, I would say perhaps 
they should not volunteer to model.
Should we censor the great works of 
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo and Ra­
phael, because they feature nudity? Can you 
imagine the statue 'David” being censored 
on the grounds of it being “inappropriate,” 
; “sexual” or plainly offensive?
While this seems like a ridiculous 
thought, I believe students on this campus 
are witnessing the beginning of it through
censorship of the human form.
Recently I heard of an ONU senior who 
presented her art show with a series dEpho- 
tographs featuring the muscles of shirtless 
men and women in sports bras. Although 
most faculty members supported her study, 
upon presenting her content, some students 
were offended that these images “broke 
dress code.”
This perceived idea of modesty (in which 
being fitily clothed equals modesty) sim­
ply is not applicable to art. The policy of 
Gordon College, a Christian school in Mas­
sachusetts, summarizes the views I believe 
our campus should adopt in regards to the 
study of the human form:
“We have chosen in the art department 
at Gordon College to work respectfully 
with the human figure attempting to bring 
honor and glory to God in the process. We 
base this,, in a Christian context, on a time- 
honored professional practice, holding the 
belief that the human form is the crowning 
. achievement of God in creation—worthy of 
our expert knowledge ... In our tradition as 
artists, it is seen as the linchpin of our prac­
tice of visual knowledge. t |y o u  can accu­
rately and expressively draw, paint or sculpt 
the human form, you can draw anything.”
Silent film is an art form that has fallen 
from its prime and has become something 
that tends to be found in only the most ec­
centric of art houses and as tools for learn­
ing the craft of film. “The Artist” has made 
a statement about how important silent film 
is, both in the story it told and the way it 
was produced. Being an (almost) all silent 
film, it was still just as enjoyable to watch 
as one with the most witty of dialogue. It 
spoke volumes without any volume. That is 
also the most important aspect the film to 
offer in terms of being a stone God can use 
to cry out His glory.
While the plot was endearing as we see a 
silent film “artist” fell from popularity and 
try to earn his way in a world that has be­
come infatuated with “talkies” (and thinks 
silent film stars are all washed up), this 
time “The Artist” finds gravitas behind the 
scenes rather than in between them.
A large complaint against Christians and 
our God is that He remains silent in a world 
where there is so much pain and so much
wrongdoing. We even find the Body turning 
on itself asking why God won’t reveal Him­
self. But there are two things that I believe 
'we overlook when we look up and don’t see 
the silver lining on the clouds during a rainy 
day.
The first is that God should not have to 
be continually questioned. Who are we 
to question" the Director of reality. Espe­
cially as Christians. If an actor signs up to 
be part of a film, as we have as Christians 
with Christ’s blood, we don’t really have 
the right tell God that what He’s doing is 
wrong. We need to trust that what He is do­
ing is for the best even if we don’t always 
understand His directorial choices.
If He casts someone we believe is weak 
as the main character, we should trust in 
God and the potential He sees rather than 
the lack of potential that we see. Jesus was 
meek, which means he was wise about shar­
ing His power, not that He was weak. He 
appeared weak to many people who op­
posed him and He still seems weak to the 
secular world, but His power is beyond our 
understanding. God knew what he was do­
ing, and Jesus knew what He was doing the 
entire time.
We must use Christ as the example above 
all, but there are plenty of other cases in 
Scripture where our Father chooses some-
one that many oppose, such as David to slay 
Goliath.
The second overlooked truth is the one 
that relates most in Context with “The Art­
ist.” Silence is key in hearing the most im­
portant messages God has to teach us.
When Elijah was trying tó hear God’s 
voice on the mountain, he didn’t hear it 
in the wind, fire or earthquake, he heard 
God in the silence. “The Artist” made an 
extremely meaningful statement to Holly­
wood by being a silent film. God does the 
same to us.
He expects us to be silent when we seek 
His voice. Silence does not only mean peace 
from literal noise, but also peace from the 
noise of our lives. We need to find time to 
step away from the busyness and enter into 
the peace that surpasses all understanding.
Sometimes we’re so busy looking for 
answers and shouting at God that we don’t 
wait for His peace to fill us. You won’t be 
able to hear anyone’s answer when you’re 
too busy shouting at them.
We need to learn to be still and know that 
God is God and He has control over each 
and every scene of our lives. Silence is es­
sential to let the one true Artist teach us 
the lesson we need to learn and create the 
masterpiece He’s been planning since the 
beginning.
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battle the blues. This may 'mvoiye: ' | |  
light therapy (like sitting in front k i 
of a thake-up mirror wilh bright^P 
lights) Of medicatiom Some medical 
professionals believe supplements," 
such as melatonin, Omega-3 fatty■  
acids and St. John’s Wort, will help 
SAD symptoms. Some therapists 
recommend yoga, massage therapy, 
meditation or acupuncture, though 
those interventions shouldn’t be at­
tempted without the supervision of a 
professional.’
Rest. This word is often ignored 
most college students, and yet it is so 
important. Most college students need 
between 8 and 10 hours of sleep per 
night. I know, I know. I can already s  
hear you laughing, but getting the rest 
you need helps ward off those winter 
blues.
Problems concentratingBethany Mills 
Contributing Writer
/Anxiety
When it gets dark at 4:30 in' the after- ■. ': 
noon, it’s hard hot to get depressed. : 
When that type of season starts in J  , 
November and lasts until late March, it’s 
really hard to not get depressed. That’s 
what we have to look forward to every 
winter around Bourbonnais. It’s dark, 
cold and the wind is simply biting.
Social withdrawal
While specific causes of SAD are un­
known, there are a few theories regarding 
how SAD develops:
Exercise. When you exercise, all the 
‘•feel good” neurotransmitters are i  
released in your brain and can offset 
the potential drop in serotonin.Drop in serotonin. Serotonin is a neu­rotransmitter in the brain that affects 
mood. When sunlight decreases, so ‘ 
can serotonin.
The winter blues are more than rumor. 
They are very real for some folks and 
there are a number of scientific reasons 
behind those feelings of depression that 
come during the winter months. Seasonal 
Affective Disorder (SAD -  nope, that ac­
ronym is not a joke) has symptoms very: 
similar to depression. Those symptoms ' 
i can include all or a combination of the 
following:
* Low or blue mood more days out of 
the week than not H B |
Eat well. Nothing new here. If  you 
eat heavy foods, you will feel like 
you’re dragging. Paying attention to 
what your mom always told you about 
eating fruits and vegetables will really: 
help you feel better and give you the 
energy you need to keep going during : 
those cold, dark months.
Whatever you do, don’t  think you are '> 
suffering alone. There are lots of students 
that suffer with these types of symptoms. 
So, reach out for help if you need to. 
Counseling and Health Services offers 
seminars in coping with stress, dealing 
with grief beating test anxiety, and more.
There are plenty of resources at your 
disposal. Don’t suffer in silence. Reach 
out and ask for help. You’ll realize you 
are not alone, and you’ll be so glad you 
got the support you needed to beat the : 
winter blues.
Disruption of circadian rhythms. Cir- 
| cadian rhythms regulate your body’s  ^■ 
internal clock, that internal mechanism 
telling you when to sleep and when : 
to get up. When that rhythm is out ' 
of whack, your mood can get out of 
whack, too.
can. On days when there is sun,  ^
j  get out and drink it up. Bundle up ; > 
and take a long walk. Or, open your 
curtains and sit by the window while 
doing your homework.
Drop in melatonin. Melatonin is a 
hormone that affects sleep and mood. 
When melatonin, whose production 
is triggered by sunlight, drops it can j  
change your body’s rhythm and mood, 
leading to SAD symptoms.
Loss of interest in activities you 
once enjoyed (also called “anhedo- 
nia”)
Cheek tn with a professional If 
your SAD symptoms have really 
knocked you for a loop, check in with 
your doctor or the staff in the Coun­
seling and Health Services office. 
Medical staff and therapists often j
Feelings of helplessness or hopeless­
ness Dr. Bethany Mills is the director o f Counseling Services and can be reached 
at bmillsi@oHvet.edu. For more informa­
tion on counseling seminars offered on ■
vtAffttJWw; rvt.vvftt. y;
So, aside from living in an area that 
doesn’t have our kind of winter, what can 
you do to beat the winter blues?
Loss of or increase in appetite
Opinion GlimmerGiass
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Planned revival can 
still encourage growth
Ashley Sarver 
Staff Writer
Our God is astounding. He comes 
to us in our pain, in our laughter,' 
in our weeping and in our joy. He 
comes unexpectedly.
We pray for revival to come 
and fill our stagnant souls with 
His presence. But is this possible 
when we have planned revivals? j i
The question of planned vs. 
spontaneous revivals is not new, 
but it is still widely debated. God 
will come in His own time, but 
that does not mean we should ig­
nore Him even when we hear that, 
revival starts Sunday, Feb. 5.
How do we become passionate 
for God’s presence and desper­
ate for His will? Rhonda Hughey 
reminds us of two options in her 
2004 book “Desperate for His 
Presence.”
“We can either intentionally 
pursue Jesus until spiritual hunger 
is restored and our internal life is 
changed, or our external world 
may change unexpectedly to such 
a degree that we cannot go back to 
normal,” she said.
We can all agree that God 
moves in our lives unexpectedly, 
but He also works through the 
planned and intentional.
An example of this is found in 
Luke 1:8-11.
“Once when Zechariah’s divi-
sion was on duty and he was serv­
ing as priest before God, he was 
chosen by lot, according to the 
custom of the priesthood, to go 
into the temple of the Lord and 
bum incense. And when the time 
for the burning of incense came, 
all the assembled worshipers were 
praying outside. Then an angel of 
the Lord appeared to him, stand­
ing at the right side of the altar of 
incense.”
*‘God. will come in 
His own time, but 
we need to set aside 
intentional moments 
where we are seeking 
His presence.”
The passage says “an angel of 
the Lord appeared to him....”
When? During “the custom 
of the priesthood." God came 
to Zechariah even though it was 
planned.
Now we can sit and read the 
critics and hear our friends com­
plain about our revivals, but we 
cannot ignore what is happening 
on our campus. .
Some may see a group of peo­
ple worshiping together because 
everyone is feeling the emotions 
of the moment, but who are we to
judge the intentions of our peers? 
What makes us (fallible humans 
created by God) think that we can 
limit God to unexpected “God- 
momentS?"
During this last revival; many 
came to God in desperation. Re­
vival can ignite the desire deeply 
rooted in us to be in God’s pres­
ence. Revival can stir emotions 
in us that can lead to healing. Re­
vival reminds us of our broken­
ness and that God loves to heal. 
Revival brings us together.
We cannot forget what is hap­
pening in the hearts of those 
around us.
Some have started their spir- 
tual journeys, others have started 
the healing process and more are 
gaining a desperation for God to 
come into their hearts.
God will come in His own time, 
but we need to set aside intention­
al moments where we are seeking 
His presence.
His presence is real and alive. 
Are ysfe willing to seek Him and 
find His presence and His will for 
oUr lives? Are we willing to spend 
intentional time with Him?
We can run away from God so 
that He may catch us and put His 
arms around us, but He isn’t chas­
ing us. He knows that we have a 
desire to run to Him.
He may seem spontaneous to 
us, but He always has a plan.
FEBRUARY 23,201 a
On Feb. 10, President Barack Obama announced his plan to alter the fed­
eral health care mandate, making 
it necessary for all employers to 
provide insurance for contracep­
tion and abortion.
This plan would force religious 
institutions to provide coverage 
for procedures to eliminate un­
wanted pregnancy, for which they 
may not necessarily agree.
Many religious employers were 
appalled at the new policy, par­
ticularly those associated with the 
Catholic church. Though Obama 
has somewhat amended the plan 
since it was made public, as reli­
giously affiliated universities and 
hospitals will not be forced to of­
fer contraceptive coverage to em­
ployees (though insurers will still 
need to pay for it), the controversy 
continues.
Conservatives like myself con­
sider the policy an infraction of 
our rights as Americans.
The First Amendment clearly 
outlines the rights which we enjoy 
as U.S. citizens — including the 
right to religious liberties. These 
liberties mean that we can wor­
ship our God freely, privately in 
our homes as well as publicly in 
our churches.
The government cannot regu­
late what we choose to do or not 
do regarding our beliefs. There­
fore, forcing religious employers 
to pay for health coverage for pro­
cedures they consider immoral is a 
violation of their freedom.
Many, if not most, religious or­
ganizations and churches agree 
that abortion is the destruction of 
a life. To put it simply, it’s mur­
der. Along those same lines, using 
contraceptives prevents a life from 
forming, which is essentially the 
same as taking that life after birth.
I do not believe abortion and 
emergency birth control (i.e. the 
“morning-after pill) are justifiable 
at any time, for any reason. But 
now the Obama administration 
wants my future employers to pay 
for me to utilize these practices. 
Why do I need coverage for some­
thing I am never going to use?.
The federal government should 
not have the authority to force an 
individual or a business to fund 
something they do not believe in. 
At the very least, it is unethical. At 
most, it is unconstitutional.
“Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof,” says Article I of 
the Bill of Rights. But that is ex­
actly what Obama is doing with 
this new mandate — prohibiting a 
person’s freedom to choose not to 
support an action which he or she 
believes to be wrong.
Bottom line: In a country that 
claims to be free, the government 
has no authority over how people 
live out their faith, including what 
they support financially.
Obama’s health care mandate 
undermines freedom of religion
GiimmerGlass
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ie credit hours they are paying for the life t/K-M 
rience they gain. H  ‘.-"aj
Students pay “to have that credit show up d tif  
,4eir transcript,” Wallace said.
Igm »naif cost is also charged to students'
Want to test out of a course through CLEP testsig 
the credit will not appear on their transcript,--! 
“A lot of schools don’t charge for CLEI^g 
«dhs or AP credits,” registrar Jim Knight| 
lid, “Olivet historically has charged darings 
^ ^ k  to the 1970s. The charge is a very sipsilH 
Amount compared to what it would cost to 
|he class.” > <■ , ’ H H H H H
p|fhe'.anioiint .is then put into a general fond;| 
needed to run the school.
| | l t i  addition to internship: credit, summer crecfeg 
Ipalso  have a special price attached.
^Summer credit is one-third the cost of i r a ^ ^  
«al credit,” Greg Bruner, director of Finann 
¡|#''Aid, said. According to Bruner, the goal hi 
* ^persuade students to take summer c l a s ^ J i j  
i^g|phe'-price' of those credits has gone dowmfgjL 
t^ T h e  cost of summer credit has been lowef|||L 
|witbin the last five years at Olivet,” Knight sakSI 
jjftThe costs placed oft internship credits, € t | a | |  
flpl'AP hours, and summer classes .may- 
¡unfair to some students, but they help keep t ^ s  
cost of tuition down. '
Misunderstand why they make us pay, sia$ ||| 
p l^ je s  to our degree, but it seems tike they;aara 
¡§ttakirig.such a large profit without expepd|^&
Ian equal amount of resources,” senior 01ivia| iq s  said.
•¡¡¡jgSNt don’t give credits away. ■ -If we. ¿d lp l 
gharge for certain credits we would have to ad- 
M t the tuition in another way,” Knight said. 
^ a ;  whether you are a  band member of ' 
f:aObPjfod^h|/m
(o st of attending Oli
Autumn Keiss
Life Editor
In Grand 403, the winter break sign-up list fea­tured excuses for not leaving campus during the long weekend.
“Home far away,” one line read. “Home far, far 
away,” said another. “Olivet already has all my mon­
ey,” was a third.
Next year the third response may be more com­
mon.
Tuition and Housing Increases
Olivet is raising tuition and housing costs for the
2012-2013 academic year.
Tuition will increase $500, to $28,090 and housing 
will increase $1,500 to $7,900, according to Woody 
Webb, VP of Student Development.
The housing increase is the first raise in the past 
six years.
“The real story is that we haven’t increased hous­
ing for so long,” Webb said. “The university has in­
vested over $37 million in upgrades for residential 
life facilities over the past 10 years.”
Those upgrades include replacing all furniture, 
putting in new carpet, painting and installing sprin­
kler systems.
The school was able to improve housing without 
increasing housing prices by focusing more on tu-H 
ition costs.
• “In the past, all increases have been on tuition 
charges,” Webb said. “That’s because six years ago 
our room and board charges were above average, so 
we wanted to focus new costs on tuition.”
Olivet no longer charges more than other Midwest-H 
em schools. This year the cost of room and board 
was $1,200 less than the costs of similar private 
schools, according to Webb. For example, Olivet 
charged $6,400 for room and board this year, while 
Anderson University, a Christian school in Indiana, 
charged $8,560.
But Olivet’s costs are similar to some of its sister 
schools. Mount Vernon Nazarene University in Ohio 
charges $6,430 for room and board.
Olivet’s tuition and overall costs are also increas­
ing at a comparatively slow rate. Tuition will in­
crease 1.8 percent next year, and the total cost for 
boarding students will increase by 5.9 percent, ac­
cording to Webb.
Over the past five years the annual increase, ad­
justed for increases in student scholarships, was 3.2 
percent, while the average state school’s tuition is 
increasing by 8 percent.
“States are in such a crisis on their budgets, they’re 
cutting dollars to state schools,” Webb said.
Olivet tuition is also currently about $1,000 less 
than the national average of private schools.
It is important to realize, however, that averages 
can be misleading, according to the chapter on re­
search methods in “Psychology: From Inquiry to Un­
derstanding,” a textbook used in Olivet’s Introduc­
tion to Psychology classes. It is possible that a few 
very expensive schools are skewing the numbers.
For example, the average of the numbers 10, 12, 
15 and 100 is 34.25, even though most of the num­
bers are below 16.
So.ilfthe cost of tuition at one school is extremely 
high, it could' raise the national average. Likewise, 
if a school’s tuition price is extremely low, it could 
drop the national average quite a bit.
t
Financial Consequences 
With talk of housing prices going up, some students 
are worried about the connection between scholar­
ship amounts and tuition costs. Yet most scholarships 
are based on the recruitment cycle arid are not depen­
dent on the cost of tuition, according to Greg Bruner, 
director of Financial Aid.
“For instance, if the school is getting a lot of stu­
dents with scores of 30 on the ACT, that scholarship 
is working and won’t be raised,” Bruner said. “If the 
school isn’t getting a lot of students who received 
22s on the ACT, they may raise the scholarship for 
that academic group.”
There is one exception to the rule. The scholarship 
for pastor and missionary kids is 25 percent of tu­
ition costs. If tuition prices were raised by $2,000 
next year and housing prices remained the same, this 
scholarship would go up by $500 instead of the pro­
jected $125.
“Only a small number of students receive that 
scholarship,” Bruner said. “There are 136 students, 
which is 5.5 percent of the student population.fl|
Students who depend on government aid will also 
remain relatively unaffected. The cost of room and 
board, as well as tuition and other student fees, is 
taken into account when financial aid is awarded, ac­
cording to Bruner.
However, there are some financial factors most
students will have 
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/, the onl llowed to commute
are those who are 23 or older, live with an immediate 
family member or attend Olivet part time, according 
to Housing Director Donna McAllister.
The policy is designed so Olivet can operate like 
a community.
“ONU wants to do life together,” McAllister said. 
“We want to be in community together as much as 
possible, because we believe die growth and maturi­
ty of a college student happens in the classroom and 
in residential living areas.”
McAllister realizes it is sometimes cheaper for stu­
dents to live off campus, but said the current policy is 
not based on a student’s financial aid.
“We do know that students have a choice to attend 
ONU or other universities, and often it’s based on 
financial need and/or the type of university they want 
to be a part of,” she said.
“We choose not to waver in making this campus a 
residential one. We believe it makes Olivet what it is 
-  a community that, while pursuing education, grows 
emotionally and spiritually together.”
« M U
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students kee|j 
paying more? j
•Tuition costs gofiiH  
ievery year j
Jordan Lewis IS m
Staff Writer
.'Money, dollars, bills, bucks, Benjamins, the .j 
green stuff, coin, loot, wad or mullah. No mat- ] 
lief what yofi call it, everyone at Olivet is spend- 
it, and a lot of it goes toward paying tuition. ■ 
#f.'Students often ask, “Why is tuition so high, ■ 
{and why does it keep going up?” f
While it may sometimes seem that tuition 
’ rises without rhyme or reason, these increases .■ 
itWe carefully planned out and occur for irapor-" 
M at reasons.
% “The board of "trustees sets thfe tuition 
!f/gaf based on income and expenses,” said Greg i 
? Bruner, director of Financial Aid.
J ;  When calculating the cost o f tuition, the board ,| 
Ijpoks at thepricesother umversitiescharge»
I
Why Olivet Keeps Spending 
With housing and tuition prices on the rise, some stu­
dents have used the new “ONU Memes” Facebook 
page to criticize the new Student Life and Recreation 
Center, and wonder why Olivet is building a pool in­
stead of lowering tuition. (One meme, which had 21 
likes a little more than a day after its creation, read 
“Tuition Too High, Build Rec Center As Bait.”)
The center is being built to help improve Olivet, 
according to Webb.
“Students coming to live at Olivet have certain 
levels of expected quality, like IT support, for ex­
am ples he said. “And compared to other private 
Midwestern schools our recreational facilities are 
less than adequate.”
Webb realizes some students struggle to stay at 
Olivet because of financial reasons and urges them 
not to give up.
“Talk to me,” Webb said. “I want to work with any 
students who can’t stay at Olivet for financial rea­
sons.”
;? i“We look at all the other Nazarene school! 
arid private Christian schools in the.. Midwest^ 
g ll jour charges are] in the middle o f  the road,”
Said Merlin Wallace, director of Student Ao># 
Counts. “We aren’t the most expensive, or thpj 
least expensive.” ~ H H
KfJWhiie Olivet does consider other schools, jjaB 
does not factor, in scholarships, o r: that som eil 
Schools give higher scholarships fitan othemliB 
according to Wallace.
While some students desire fixed tuitlc^^H 
meaning students pay the same amount cv&yM  
leaf, the-concept isn't possible at a school like 
Olivet.
§{‘i  don’t know of many schools fitat :do-'fix.^3 
tuition,” Wallace said, “As in any business, eoiio 
operation goes tip fieri year to year.” ;- 3 |  I
^Consequently, if costs went up and tuitidn:d|H  
llpt,. Olivet would be left with a large deficit *q j l  
||b e re  would not be enough revenue to c o v e t,e t«  
|l|gitS8S,
M {^allace could only think of otic way 
S atild  implement.fixed tuition,, and he beiieiri|§| 
&  process would he difficult.
|K  "The only way 1 can see something like f ir i || | 
^^¿kifig  is if someone projected ahead an.av<af| j | |  
^pC::.of what tuition would need to. be o y e r& p lj  
g reats.” he said, \ |
^ th o u g h  the cost of tuition may seem ’fasg|§l| 
^ P ’students, the expenses are directly related 
^ ^ in g  costs in the economy, according to. jfi|p  
Iglffight, 'registrar. Accroding to Knight, Olivet { 
Its simply trying to run a successful institutioni|i 
don’t want to' close the doors and{$^1 
g p n’t  .want to lay people off,” Bruner adde<L 
^felSome studentsagree,
K -'if:wish ONU had a fixed tuition, Intt-l-iM i  
®Stiatend the budget must, change evety. y e a r j |l  
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Performance 
opens tonight 
in Kresge
Heather Mead 
Staff Writer
Once upon a time in a land not so 
far away, “Once Upon a Mattress” 
came to the Olivet stage.
The play, which is showing to­
day through Saturday, is intended 
to appeal for every kind of person, 
including lovers of comedy, ro­
mance, happiness and danger.
“It is a comical version of the 
fairy tale ‘The Princess and the 
Pea,’” said freshman Cassandra 
Petrie, who plays a lady-in-wait- 
ing. “Any princess who wishes to 
marry the prince must pass a test 
made by the queen.’g
This test is for a princess to feel 
a pea beneath the 20 mattresses 
she has slept on, proving that she 
is, in fact, a princess.
“‘Once Upon a Mattress’ is the 
account of what happens, when 
the tale [of ‘The Princess and the 
Pea’] is unraveled,” said sopho­
more Ron Gamache, who plays 
Prince Dauntless.
The musical was first performed 
in 1959 on Broadway and played 
460 times before leaving New 
York. It was also adapted for tele­
vision and aired on ABC in 2005.
“‘Once Upon a 
Mattress’ is the 
account of what 
happens, when the 
tale [of ‘The Princess 
and the Pea’]  is 
unraveled.”
The play has four main charac­
ters: Queen Aggravain (played by 
freshman Ashley Sarver), King 
Sextimus (played by freshman 
Matthew Jones), Princess Winni- 
fred (played by sophomore Lillian 
Guenseth), and Prince Dauntless 
(played by sophomore Ron Gam- 
ache).
The extreme personalities of the 
characters make the story comi­
cal. For example, King Sextimus 
is mute and must use large facial 
expressions to communicate.
“The cast members are sup­
posed to be overly animated, or 
overly dramatic, in the sort of 
way an animated Disney film or a 
Looney Tunes cartoon would be,” 
Petrie said.
“The musical is a lot of fun, and 
seeing it will bring a lot of laughs 
and smiles,” Gamache said. §|By 
the end, you’ll be singing along.”
The musical will be performed 
in Kresge Feb. 23 and 24 at 7 p .m | 
and Feb. 25 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
Tickets cost $10 dollars for adults 
and $5 for students. Student dis­
count cards are accepted.
Ron Gamache talks about his passion for theater work
Heather Mead 
Staff Writer
Sophomore Ron Gamache is a 
mama’s boy.
Or at least, he plays the part of 
one in this year’s spring musical.
. “My character, Dauntless, is 
bom and raised a mama’s boy,” 
Gamache said.
But Prince Dauntless is very 
different from the man who plays 
him.
“It’s strange to be an indepen­
dent college student and then play 
a mama’s bojjg Gamache said. 
“He is not like anyone I’ve met 
before.||lj
Gamache auditioned for the 
spring musical because Professor 
Jerry Cohagan, one of his commu­
nication professors, recommended 
that he try out.
His passion for theatre also in­
spired him. Gamache is studying 
communication and double con­
centrating in corporate communi­
cation and theatre.
“I’ve been doing theatre a long 
time,” he said. “My parents were 
eager to get me involved in our 
church and community at a young 
age.”
After growing up and praying 
about his fixture, Gamache decid­
ed acting was his calling.
“Through prayer and medita­
tion, God pushed me in this direc­
tion,” he said. “I was in a produc­
tion at the time, and He told me 
He would be with me no matter
Sophomore 
Ron Gamache 
plays Prince 
Dauntless in 
this year’s 
spring 
musical, 
“Once Upon a 
Mattress.”
what I’m doing, encouraging me 
in this passion.”
Gamache also believes God 
gave him acting opportunities, in­
cluding the chance to play the lead 
role of Tony in his high school’s 
production of “West Side Story” 
during his senior year.
H ‘[Tony] was the most challeng­
ing yet rewarding role I’ve ever 
played,” he said. "To play the 
star is always a great accomplish­
ment.”
High school not only gave him 
a chance to act, but it also intro­
duced him to the school’s theater
director who pushed his students 
to do their best and molded them 
into professional actors.
“His devotion to not only the 
show but to us as individuals was 
extremely inspiring,S Gamache 
said.
In high school Gamache also 
helped with the productions of 
“Alice in Wonderland,’MAnne of 
Green Gables,” ^ Beauty and the 
Beast” and “Joseph and the Amaz­
ing Technicolor Dreamcoat.” 
Since coming to Olivet he has 
been participated in “These Shin­
ing Lives” and multiple Broadway
Revue shows.
Gaipache dreams of having 
an acting role in “Joseph and the 
Amazing Technicolor Dream- 
coat,” since in high school he 
worked behind the scenes. He also 
wants to act in “Wicked” because 
ififis always a fun show,”
During his time onstage* Gam­
ache has had some embarrassing 
moments..
“[Once] when I was supposed to 
yell onstage, my voice cracked,” |  
he said. “I sounded just like a little 
girl.”
Despite his experience and in­
terest in the industry, theatre is not 
something Gamache wants to do 
ftdltime.
“I  want to do theatre as a hobby. 
If God gives me an opportunity 
to do a paid show, it’d be great,” 
he said. “But God put me here [at 
ONU] to study acting to get a bet­
ter understanding of the commu­
nication field.”
Currently, he wishes to go into 
corporate communication fulltime 
as a career, but act for the rest of 
his life.
“Í love theatre because it’s a 
unique opportunity to tell a story® 
he said. “Theatre has an incredible 
ability to leave the audience with 
a sense of entertainment, wonder, 
and in most cases, a powerftxl les­
son on what it means to be human.
“I’ve been awestruck and in­
spired by some of the performanc­
es I’ve seen, and I aspire to do the 
same to the audiences I have the 
opportunity to perform for^B
Before the curtain rises...
The cast of “Once Upon a Mattress” prepares for opening night
Right: 
y Sophomore 
Lillian 
Guenseth 
'tones her 
muscles 
^ while acting 
v  in Olivet’s 
”f spring 
musical.
Right:
Freshman
Courtney
Weihman
and
sophomore 
Matthew 
Jones play 
Lady Larken 
and King 
Sextimus in 
the show.
The cast of “Once Upon a Mattress’ 
to prepare for tonight’s show.
does a dress rehearsal
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24-Hour Theater sets 
stage for future acts
Freshman Justin Marrier poses as a guide in a play he 
wrote during 24-Hour Theater.
Chantelle Chamberlain 
Contributing Writer
Writing: 12 hours. Directing: 12 
hours. Experience: priceless.
24-Hour Theater, an annual 
event hosted by Green Room, 
took place i^b. 17 and 18. The 
goal of the event was to write, di­
rect, and perform a theater piece 
in 24 hours.
The process begins at 7 p.m. 
Friday night, when the writers 
meet in Wisner Auditorium to 
strategize. Then single writers or 
groups of writers spend the next 
‘12 hours writing one or two skits 
each.
Then, bright and early at 7 the 
next morning, the writers and di­
rectors assign poles and scripts to 
the actors. They spend Saturday 
preparing for that nigh||when, 
exactly 24 hours after the writers 
first met, people again gather in 
Wisner as the proverbial curtain 
rises on the finished product -  a 
series of totally unrelated skits 
that usually leaves the audience 
laughing.
This year, I and six other writers 
gathered for inspiration at Den­
ny's, bouncing ideas off one an­
other, eating, laughing and writing 
our skits. Even our spunky waiter 
contributed.
Among some of our favorite re­
jected plotlines wereBa troubled
farmer steals a treasure map,” and 
“a disorganized pirate disguises 
himself as a geeky surgeon.”
After finally setting on a few 
good stories, we worked Into 
the night, spawning many inside 
jokes, including an entire conver­
sation about cream of wheat, and 
learning things about each other 
we never knew -  and some things 
we never wanted to know.
After a sleepless night the ac­
tors and directors, many of whom 
also served as writers, got together 
to create the finished product.
There were a number of mishaps 
during the rehearsals, from forgot­
ten lines and mixed-up words, to 
knocked-over furniture and crazy 
characterization. By the time 7 
p.m. rolled around, however, our 
skits were blocked, memorized 
and ready to be performed.
The result was a show that left 
the audience in stitches. From 
“The Script,” a deep, honest and 
comical look at what goes on 
at a writing session, to a nature 
special about the habits of male 
and female human beings called 
“Battle of the Sexes.” “SeeSAW” 
parodied the “Saw” movies, while 
“Party of Two, Table for Four” 
featured a double blind date with 
invisible friends. The skits were 
performed by 12 actors, including 
me, and one blue pillow.
The eager crowd filled about 
half of Wisner, and enjoyed the 
work done by the dedicated — and 
sleep-deprived -  students.
Chantelle Chamberlain is a 
music major at Olivet. She can 
be contacted at cachamberlaih@ 
live.olivet.edu
Sophomore 
Matthew 
Jones and * 
freshman 
Nick Allen 
perform a 
short skit 
during 24- 
Hour Theater 
Feb.i8.
Sexuality talks encourage embracing what God created
Luverta Reames 
Assistant Life Editor
There is good sex and there is better sex. Last week’s chapel was fo­cused on the latter.Dr. Gordon Dalbey spoke Feb. 
IS  and 16 about the curse o f fa­
therlessness in both sons and 
daughters.
Each night a gender-specific 
talk about sexuality was held. 
Dalbey led Wednesday’s talk for 
men entitled “Sex: When spiritual 
mystery meets physical fact.”
“One the key points left 
with me is how in relationships, 
no matter how short or long, you 
are leaving a piece of yourself be­
hind,” sophomore Jarred Harrell, 
said after the session.
Dalbey stressed that men will 
never be able to understand wom­
en and relationships, and there i& 
no sure way to get through a rela­
tionship without taking risks.
^ T  could see a correlation be­
tween him and his father and me 
and my own,” Harrell said of Dal­
bey. “Overall, I think he did a re­
ally good job relating to the audi­
ence.”
The woman’s talk took place 
Thursday night. Dalbey’s wife, 
Mary, led the discussion, called 
“What^ sex got to do with it?” 
“Think of me as ^ o u r  Aunt 
Mary,” she told the packed audi­
ence. “I just want to have a heart- 
to-heart session about love and 
acceptance.”
Mary talked about the impor­
tance o f  being a Christian woman.
“When you are in Christ, you 
won’t care about your boyfriend, 
mom, dad or what people think,” 
she said. Your thoughts w ill con­
sist o f how am I to make an influ­
ence in the world as a woman?”
According to Mary, when a 
woman has sex with a man, her 
spirit and his unite to become one 
flesh.
Mary explained drat it’s impor­
tant for couples to have a similar 
purpose.
“In die church w e thought o f  
unequally yoked as only Chris­
tians, but that’s not it,” she said. 
“It involves suitable mates that 
are intellectually and spiritually 
equal. It’s calling you together 
with a purpose.”
She also warned against a 
“ring by spring” concept by tell­
ing women that i f  they don’t find 
someone in college that’s good for 
diem, don’t get married in college.
“Don’t sell yourself short,” she 
stud. “Know your worth. Know 
you’re valuable. Know you’re a 
gift to someone, so wrap that up 
like you’re a gift.”
Women who attended enjoyed 
Mary’s discussion.
“I thought it was good and 
something I need to hear,” sopho­
more Renee Runyan.
Dr. Gordon Dalbey and his w’rfh, Maiy, address the men and women of Olivet discussing sexuality on Wednesday and 
Thursday, Feb. 15 and 16, in Wisner Auditorium.
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(Left to right) Track team members ‘sophomores Janina 
Roche, Anne Brandes and Christy Trank run outside 
Birchard to stay in shape and earn points for this year’s 
“Dump Your Plump” competition.
Students dump their plump
Meg Dowell 
Staff Writer
This month 80 Olivet students 
and faculty are spending their free 
time at the gym in an attempt to 
lose their “plump.”
The Student Dietetic Associa­
tion (SDA), an organization made 
up of dietetics majors and future 
nutritionists, is sponsoring Dump 
Your Plump, a competition cen­
tered on exercise and healthier 
eating habits. Dump Your Plump 
began Feb. 5 «nd runs through 
March 4.
The goal of the three-year-old 
program is to promote nutrition 
and wellness. This event is inspir­
ing 80 people to live healthier life­
styles.
“This competition ... raises 
health awareness for students,’*  
said senior Martha Harrouff, SDA 
president. “[It] helps participants 
be more aware of how many fruits 
and vegetables they consume in 
a week and how much they exer- , 
cise.”
To help participants reach their 
health goals, SDA teamed up with 
the Exercise Science Club to pro­
vide specific workout suggestions 
that participants could perform, 
ranging from cardio routines to 
strength workouts.
The program uses the honor 
system, and participants earn a 
point for each hour of physical 
activity they do and half a point 
for each serving of fruit and veg­
etables they consume.
Participants work in teams of 
four, and keep track of their indi­
vidual points for the week, total­
ing them up at the end and sending 
them off to be documented every 
Sunday.
The team with the most points 
at the end of the competition will 
receive a special dinner, cooked 
and served by SDA students. The 
menu for the meal will be set after 
winners are announced.
¡ “[The competition] does come 
with a prize,” Harrouff said, “but 
the real benefit ... is becoming a 
healthier individual
Cook's Corner: 
Raisin Sandwich
Nate Spinnie 
Contributing Writer
Welcome back to my little comer of the world, where I mix everything 
imaginable to bring you that one combination that’s absolutely irresistS 
ible. This week I have something extra special for you to try, but you 
have to promise to give it a chance. It may sound a little gross, but it’s 
really good. Not only has this specialty been taste tested, the rumors 
about health issues like killing taste buds, heart attacks and ingrown 
toenails have been disproved. So now that you’ ve been properly 
warned, here is the weirdest combination yet!
Raisin Sandwich, a.k.a. “Swagoo”
"I made the sandwich out o f desperation because I  couldn’t 
think o f anything else to eat. Surprisingly, it’s probably one 
o f the healthiest and best tasting sandwiches I ’ve ever had. ”
■Hr Junior Chad Evans, creator o f “Swagoo ’’
Originally created by Evans, this creative sandwich has three simple, 
yet contrasting ingredients. First, go to the sandwich line in the caf­
eteria and ask for bread with just lettuce and pickles. (If the line is too 
long, you can always get some bread next to the toaster and the lettuce 
from the salad bar.) Take your ingredients to the salad bar and top the 
pickles and lettuce with raisins.
That’s it! A sandwich with lettuce, pickles and raisins. It sounds crazy, 
and I thought it was weird when I heard about the idea, but now that 
I’ve tried it, I’ll swear to the combo being amazingly tasty. Enjoy your 
sandwich treat, and look for more delicious recipes in future issues.
Nate Spinnie is- an engineering major at Olivet. He can be reached at 
nkspirmie@live.olivet.edu.
Sophomore Jeremy, Weber plays basketball 
during Recess, which ran from 7:30 p.m. to 
11 p.m. at Riverside Health Fitnes^ Center.
It's time for...
RECESS
Students put their 
homework aside Feb. 
17 at Riverside Health 
Fitness Center for an 
ONU event known as 
“Recess.”
The school rented the 
fitness center for the 
night, and for $4, or 
$2 with a Student 
Discount Card, 
students could play 
sports such as dodge- 
ball and raquetball, 
swim or soak in the 
hot tub, take a Zumba 
class and more.
Right: 
Junior 
Kayla.
Bissonette 
enjoys a 
spinning 
class at 
Riverside 
Health 
Fitness 
Center.
Below: 
Sophpjnore 
Thortt|iÿ; 
Mann tests 
h is ^ q n g th  
Feb, »1?; dur- 
in g ^ ^ M t’s 
Recess '
e v e n t •munsi
BY JAMIE PICKETT
Free
Shuttle
Service
*'s Automof/^
Locally Owned 
“The Do> It Better Shop” 
COMPLETE AUTO * TRUCK* RV RE PA 
ALL MAKES AND MODELS 
560 S. Washington Ave., Kankakee
COMPLETE COMPUTER SERVICE
Tune Ups * Air Conditioning* Brakes *
No Starts * Service engine soon lights* 
Computer Diagnostics * Oil Changes* 
Alternators & Starters * Overheating* 
Alignments * Tires & Tire Repair *
Fluid leaks
10% Parts 
Discount 
w/ONU I.D.
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Above and right: Junior Aurelie Hascoet practices her serve 
and backhand as she warms up for the season.
High hopes for women's tennis
David Parker 
Staff Writer
The return of two previ­ously unavailable play­ers promises to improve the game of the women’s 
tennis team, whose spring season 
starts Feb. 24 against Winona 
State (Minn.).
Junior captain Taylor Stephens 
and sophomore Tiffany Aguirre 
spent the fall season on the side­
lines recovering from summer 
surgeries. -
“Adding them to our lineup 
strengthens our team, but we have
to figure out how to best use the 
players we hav^,” Gibbs said.
Stephens hopes to be able to 
perform the proper role.
"■[My g o ^ ^ ]  just to be able to . 
come in and help my team as best 
as I can,” Stephens said.
Last spring, the team won the 
inaugural CCAC tournament, 
reached the semifinals of the NC- 
CAA national tournament, and 
reached the NAIA national cham­
pionship fbr the first time in the 
school's history.
Heading into this season, the 
team has a simple goal: “Reach 
the NAIA national tournament by
“To get there, we 
all need to improve 
physically, men­
tally and tactically. 
We certainly have a 
schedule that will test 
us and require our 
best.”
winning the CCAC,” according to 
Gibbs.
However, Gibbs said the team 
will have to play five matches 
against teams ranked in the liAIA 
Top 25, as well as a few “strong” 
NCAA Division II teams, in order 
to accomplish their goal.
“To get there, we all need to 
improve physically, mentally and 
tactically^ Gibbs said.
“We certainly have a schedule 
that will test us and require our 
best”
Gibbs expressed confidence in 
his team’s ability to do so. •
“I think that one of the things
that [have] impressed me the 
most in working with our players 
is their desire to be outstanding 
players,” Gibbs said.
His players have similar 
thoughts about their coach. 
^^B think he’s doing a fantastic! 
job^  Stephens said. ‘?iie had play| 
ers he had never recruited, [and] 
he didn’t know any of us personal­
ity-wise. I think he handled every-i 
thing well, and he was able to step 
in and do a great job.”
After the women’s first test in 
Winona State, they will travel to 
Florida where they will play five 
matches in three days.
Head coach Ritchie Richardson preps the team at practice Feb. 22.
Stealing a victory
David Parker 
Staff Writer
As the Olivet softball team gets 
ready to begin their season with 
a doubleheader at William Woods 
University (Mo.) on Feb. 24, head 
coach Ritchie Richardson is opti­
mistic about the team’s potential 
this spring.
“We should have another really 
good team,” said Richardson, who 
won his 700th career game as a 
coach last March. “We lost three 
playersi, but we’ve got a great 
group of returners”
Among the returners is senior 
infielder Jordan Reynolds, whom 
Richardson describes as “argu­
ably the best player in the nation.” 
Among the awards she received 
lagt year were CCAG Player of 
the Year and the NAIA Golden 
Shoe Award, which is awarded to 
the nationjl leading base stealer. 
She stole 55 bases out of 55 a t |j | 
tempts.
“ She’s just a phenomenal ath-
Tm  op­
timistic, 
because 
we have a 
good shot 
at do­
ing great 
things 
this year 
if we can 
all work 
tog ether”
lete. A five-tool player,” Richard­
son said. “She Tone of the players 
that could win a national player- 
of-the-year award.”
Reynolds also believes in the 
potential of this season.
“Pm optimistic, because we 
have a good shot at doing great 
things this year if we can all work 
togetherjHReynolds said.
Looking ahead, the team has a 
few major goals for the end of the 
season.
“Our goals are winning confer­
ence and then the conference tour­
nament, and going to nationals,» 
senior pitcher Katie Hannagan 
said.
In order to get to that point, the 
team focuses on accomplishing 
smaller steps.
“Our goals aré more daily than 
season-long,” Richardson said. “If 
we take care of the daily process, 
then we’re going to win and we’re 
going to be where we want to be at 
the end of the season.”
Women's golf team swings into season
Rachel Kearney 
Sports Editor
The women’s golf team is up to 
the challenge this spring.
The Lady Tigers will begin 
only their second spring season 
in Olivet women’s golf history 
when they travel down to Florida 
to participate in the ONU Intercol­
legiate Invite and the St. Francis 
University’s Bash at the Beach 
over spring break. And while the 
team is still trying to work out 
new programs kinks, they know 
they will soon be a force to be 
reckoned with.
- "I think we’re doing a Jot bet- 
tef than I expected [for a new pro­
gram],” junior Libby Walker said.
The team has already seen im­
provement from last year. Last 
season, the team only placed in 
the top half of the contestants two 
out of 13 meets. This past fall, not 
only did they place in the top half 
of each'meet, but they also won 
two.
- “I wouldn’t attribute it to one 
player,” juniorNora Durkin said 
of the team’s progress. “Our team 
chemistry is really good, and I 
think that’s a big part of itjjB6
Team members also believe 
their success can be attributed to 
head coach Bill Johnson.
“He knows the game well and 
[he knows] us well,” Durkin said. 
“He knows how to push us.”
But while the team is happy 
with their improvement, they 
know they still have a long ways 
to go.
“A sa  
team we 
are very 
goal orim 
ented... I 
definitely 
see a lot 
of good 
things 
coming.”
To improve their game, the 
team has put in the extra effort in 
the offseason. Walker said they 
work on everything from going to 
the range to practicing their shots, 
to getting up twice a week for 6 
a.m. core and balance workouts 
put together by a personal trainer 
from Oak Orthopedic.
Hr As a team we are very goaljfl 
oriented,” Durkin said. “For exfl 
ample, specifically our short game 
needs to get better. We also need 
to be setting the bar higher in or­
der to perform at a higher level;” 
Durkin said hopefully that bar 
would be at the NAIA National 
level within a few years.
¡f i l l  definitely see a lot of good 
things coming,” she said.
Junior Nora Durkin continues with her 
rigorous practice for the season.
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Glorifying God through  
sport
I  read an article recently criti-|i j cizing Tim Tebow’s outspo­
kenness about his faith. But 
Tebow isn’t the only athlete 
unafraid to speak up about his be­
liefs.
Last Tuesday||Glivet’s men’s 
basketball team defeated St. Xavi­
er University in a close game.
Senior point guard Antonio 
Marshall hit a three-pointer with 
a little more than 30 seconds left 
in the game to seal the victory for 
the Tigers.
When the Kankakee Daily Jour­
nal asked him about it, Marshall 
said, “I was just thanking God, 
because without Him, I wouldn’t 
even be playing.”
Sports and faith haye gone 
hand-in-hand for a while. The an­
cient Olympics were seen as a re­
ligious celebration and worship to 
the Greek gods, particularly Zeus. 
It’s no wonder, then, that Paul 
used racing to illustrate certain 
spiritual truths.
For example, 1 Corinthians 9:25 
says,irE very one who competes in 
the games.goes into strict training. 
They do it to get a crown that will 
not last, but we do it to get a crown 
that will last forever.”
It’s funny how people who play 
a game -  particularly those that do 
get “crownsSgjl get so much rec­
ognition.
All around the world athletes 
are treated like gods for throwing 
a ball well or running fast or hav­
ing great eye-hand coordination.
And many of these athletes live 
their lives without even thinking 
how their actions might affect 
those who look up to them. And 
they play for themselves.
But as Christians, athletes can 
play for something more.
We can look at our play as a way 
to glorify God by using what He 
has gifted us with to the best of our 
abilities. And with the attention, it 
is an opportunity to show people 
what Christ is really all about.
Recently, Olivet alum Tony 
Gongaware (‘10) came to a meet­
ing of the Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes.
A former baseball player him- 
sdlf, Gongaware challenged 
the students with this question: 
“When you step onto the court 
or the field, do you ask yourself 
‘How can I further the Kingdom 
of God?1*
Maybe Tebow does talk about 
his faith a lot.
But when an athlete’s life re­
volves around Christ, they realize, 
as Marshall did, that without Him 
they would never be able to play.
Men's Basketball
The Tigers upset NAIANo. 3 Robert Morris Univer­
sity (111.) last Saturday 95-85. Their impressive victo­
ry followed another upset Feb. 14 against St. Xavier 
UniversitS(Ill.fiwho was receiving votes in the poll.
The Tigers are 16-11 ,(4-3), placing them in a three- 
way tie for second place J& the CCAC. They will end 
their regular season playing Roosevelt University 
(111.) at 3 p.m. at home on Saturday. The game is also 
senior day for the Tigers.
Rachel Kearney 
Sports Editor
Senior 
Brandon 
Streets goes 
up for a 
jump shot in 
the Tigers’ 
win against 
St. XavierH I
Senior Holly 
Schacht 
adds another 
point to the 
Lady Tigers’ 
win against 
S t  Xavier. ICCRIRIE
Women's Basketball
The women’s basketball team clinched the CCAC 
conference title with a win against Robert Morris on 
Saturday.
The Lady Tigers’ winning streak now stands at 
16 games, which is the longest in Olivet womenr|: 
basketball history. They currently are 25-3 (8-0) with 
one final regular season game against Roosevelt Uni­
versity (111.) at home on Saturday. The game, which 
is also senior day, is set to begin at 1 p.m.
Men's Tennis
The men’s tennis team started 
their season last Saturday in Grin- 
nell, Iowa, splitting two matches.
The Tigers lost their first matchi 
to Grinnell College 4-5 before 
turning around to sweep Hastings 
College (Neb.) 9-0. They are set 
to play again over spring break in 
Florida, where they will play five 
matches in three days.
Above: JunioH Josue Sanchez receives the 
ball with a backhand down the court. Right: 
Senior Sebastian Esquetini hits a backhand 
to the opposing team.
Sophomore Rachel-Carmen hurdles-over another win at the NGCAA-Indoor National meet.
Women's Track
The women’s track team placed 
second at the NCCAA Indoor Na­
tional Meet Feb. 18 in Cedarville, 
Ohio.
The team was led by a first-t 
place finish from Kortney Elling- 
boe in the 3000-meter run.
The Lady Tigers’ final indoor 
meet will be NAIA Indoor Na­
tionals. The meet is scheduled for 
March 1 to 3 in Geneva, Ohio.
music,
Julian Kurz
Sport: Tennis 
Hometown: Stuttgart, 
Germany 
Class: JuniorQ: I f you bad 24 hours to do 
anything you wanted what; 
would you do?
A: Enjoy my life as much as pos­
sible. B B S  B
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Crutches, crutches everywhere
ONU athletes learn to deal with injuries as a part of their sports
Justine Espersen 
Assistant Sports Editor .
Many students have commented 
that there seems to be an abnor­
mally high number of injured 
peers around campus. While it can 
be easy to open a door for them 
or just sit and stare, these studentspj 
many of whom are Olivet athletes, 
all have different stories they find 
themselves explaining over and 
over again.
One of these student-athletes is 
sophomore and softball first base- 
man Cheryl Sendzik. Sendzik was 
forced to wear a neck brace when 
she got a hairline fracture on her 
vertebrae on the back of her neck 
during softball practice.
On her first day back from 
Christmas break Sendzik was in 
the turf room practicing when one 
of her teammates lost her bat. It 
bounced off the wall and hit Send­
zik in the back of the neck..
“I went down and was like 
¡What was that?’” Sendzik ex­
plained. “It was the knob of the 
bat that hit my neck. But [it was 
a] good thing I didn’t have, a con­
cussion.” ,
While it was not a concussion, 
Sendzik still had to wear the neck 
brace for four weeks. "
B rM y biggest struggle with my 
injury was wearing the brace in 
public. People stared at me ev­
erywhere I went,” Sendzik said. 
“I would see them taking double 
looks and saying how weird I 
looked to their friends.”
'She hopes to be able play once 
their season starts Feb. 24. How­
ever, she will have to take it slow 
as she hasn’t been able to practice 
with the team.
a r l ’m a starter and I can’t be 
ready for [the team] for the sea­
son. This injury not only hurt me 
but also the team,” Sendzik said.
Another student-athlete with a 
noticeable injury is senior basket­
ball player Danielle Pipal, whose 
green duct taped crutches have
Trainer Alex Smith ices freshman Brandon Brown’s leg as a part of his treatment.
made her stand out, among, the 
other Olivetian crutch-ees. Pipal 
injured her knee in December at 
the team’s tournament in Florida, 
ending her final season with the 
Lady Tigers early.
Hwl went up for a jump shot and 
on my way down I got pushed a 
little,” Pipal said, f i  usually al­
ways land them on my left leg so 
when I came down I was off bal­
ance and my knee just completely 
dislocated and I tore my ACL, and 
lateral and medical menisci.” 
Although her injury has not afl 
fected her learning ability in her 
classes, she has gotten to know 
Public Safety quite well.
H l f  anything, it’s just made 
it more of a hassle to get to my 
classes,” Pipal said. “Public Safe­
ty most definitely has been moved
to speed dial in my phone^H
However, injuries are not new 
to Pipal. She said she has had at 
least six injuries in high school 
and has had around eight injuries 
ranging in severity throughout her 
college career.
“You could consider me an 
injury-prone person. I’m kind of 
used to being injured,” she admit­
ted.
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Black Penguins 
ready to march
Justine Espersen 
Assistant Sports Editor
The Black Penguins are ready to 
start their third year in Ultimate 
Frisbee tournaments this spring.
The team will begin with their 
first of several -  four to five ac­
cording to sophomore Penguin 
Jake Ryan -  tournaments this 
spring on March 24.
The Black Penguins competed 
in two tournaments in the fall, 
ending with a 4-3 record. They 
expect to do better this semester, 
especially with all their support-B 
ing fans out to cheer them.
“Mainly the team girlfriends 
come, so that makes our fans,” 
junior Ryan London said jokingly.
Typically, there is anywhere 
from 10 to 20 people cheering on 
the Black Penguins.
“We’re usually the team with 
the most fans, so [that’s] always a 
great encouragement,” senior and 
team co-captain Ryan Logan said.
Within these collegiate Ultimate 
tournaments, there have been 
known to be up to 64 teams at one 
tournament competing from all 
around the United States.
To help in competition, the 
Black Penguins recruited about 10 
new players this year in Ultimate.
Founded by co-captains, now 
seniors, Ryan Logan and David 
Picone^ the Black Penguins got 
their name from the game “Rock 
Band.” '
fWe were playing and saw a 
song by the band ‘Penguins’ so we 
thought, ‘Hey, let’s make it Black 
Penguins.’ We’ve had the name 
ever since,” Picone said.
Most of the team names don’t 
include their respective school’s 
mascot. The teams try to choose 
unique names.
“I remember one of the schools’ 
name was ‘S.L.U.U.T,’” Logan 
said. **It stood for St. Louis Uni* 
versity Ultimate Team. They had 
to change it, for obvious reasons.!
While the Black Penguins have 
yet to have the need to change 
their name, they are ready to 
“waddle” this spring.
Q: How many years have you 
been playing tennis?
A: I have played tennis for 15 
years.
Q: Did you play any other 
sports? ;
A: 1 played soccer and badmin­
ton. " J ill
Q: W hat has been your biggest 
accom plishm ent in tennis?
A: My team won NA1A Nation­
als when I was with the Auburn 
University-Montgomeiy ten­
nis team in 2010, and then I got 
second at the ITA Small Col­
lege National Championships in 
doubles in 2011 [with teammate 
; Landon Williams].
Q: Favorite sports memory? 
A: Winning nationals [with Au- 
bum-Montgomery]. -;
With J
Q : M ost em barrassing m om ent 
in tennis? '
A: Getting the biggest sunburn 
ever. Once, I played a match in 
Alabama and at night I was so red 
in my face. Ridiculous.
; Q: W hat m usic do yo»» 
before a match? i 
A: I like to listen electro 
which pumps me up.
Q: Favorite cereal?'
A: Lucky Charms.
Q: If yon could have any super­
hero power, what would it be? 
A: Not to feel any pain
Q: Favorite cartoon?
A: Tom and Jerry.
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M en’s Basketball
• • •#• • • •#♦••
2/7 at Holy Cross College (Ind.) W, 89-74
2/11 at University of St. Francis (111.) W, 78-51
2/14 St. Xavier Univeristy (111.) W, 85-74
2/18 at Robert Morris Univerisity (111.) W, 95-85
2/21 Indiana University-South Bend W, 78-69
2/25 Roosevelt University (111.) 3 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
2/7 at Holy Cross College (Ind.) W, 120-62
2/11 at University of St. Francis (111.) W, 110-83
2/14 St. Xavier Univeristy (111.) W, 88-81
2/18 at Robert Morris Univerisity (111.) W, 78-73
2/21 Indiana University-South Bend W, 99-84
2/25 Roosevelt University (111.) 1 p.m.
M en’s Track
2/18 NCCAA Nationals (Cedarville, Ohio) 1st of 19
3/1-3 NAIA Nationals (Geneva, Ohio) TBA
Women’s Track
2/18 NCCAA Nationals (Cedarville, Ohio) 2nd of 17
3/1-3 NAIA Nationals (Geneva, Ohio) TBA
M en’s Tennis
2/18 at Grinnell College (Iowa) L, 4-5
2/18 vs. Hastings College (Neb.) W, 9-0
Baseball
2/17 at Bethel University (Terni.) Gl: W, 7-3 
G2: L, 0-2
2/18 at Bethel University (Term.) W, 6-4
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Justine Espersen 
Assistant Sports Editor
For the first time in program his­
tory, Olivet’s men’s track team 
won the 2012 NCCAA National 
Championship.
The Tigers finished first out of 
19 teams, scoring 140 points at the 
national meet hosted at Cedarville 
University (Ohio).
*T knew every point counted 
and we had a very good chance 
at winning the meet,” sophomore 
Ross Johnson saidJj'All of the 
training and great coaching staff 
led our team to victory.”®;
Johnson placed first in the 
400-meter dash and anchored the 
win in the 4x400 meter relay. He 
also was one of the 15 nominated 
All-Americans.
“I am proud to be a part of this 
team and to represent Olivet. Be­
ing an All-American and national 
champions is a huge accomplish­
ment and privilege,” Johnson said.
Junior Marcus Reynolds placed 
second in the 55-meter high hur­
dles, bringing seven points to the 
team’s score.
_ “The team as a whole did amaz­
ing. This is the best team I think 
Olivet has ever put together in the 
sense that we have athletes who 
can score in just about every event 
from sprints, to jumps, to throws, 
and long distance,” Reynolds said.
Senior Justin Jones brought in 
eight points for the team with his 
second-place finish in the mile 
run.
“I think the team did incredible. 
We had a lot of big performances 
from a lot people and had so many 
people step up and do their part,” 
Jones said. “To win a track meet, 
it takes the contribution of all the
Above: The men’s track team finished with 140 points and. 
15 All-Americans. It was the first time an Olivet men’s track 
team had ever won NCCAA Nationals.
Below: Sophomore Ross Jbhnson (right) runs the 400. He 
won with a time of 50.77.
parts of a team, and everyone did 
so well.” .,;
Although it consists mainly of 
underclassmen, there are great ex­
pectations for the team to continue 
to dominate meets.
“I’m a junior, but the core of 
our team is all sophomores and 
freshmen and we keep bringing in 
great recruits, so there’s no reason 
they can’t defend our indoor title 
for the next three years at least,”
Reynolds said.
To complete their indoor sea­
son, the Tigers will be at the NAIA 
national meet March 1 to 3, hosted 
by the Geneva Area Recreational 
Education and Athletic Trust in 
Geneva, Ohio.
They will then look to repeat 
their winter success in their spring 
outdoor season.
v “We have a great shot at win- - 
rung the outdoor NCCAA national
championship this year, as well as 
winning our third straight confer­
ence title,” Reynolds said.
Their indoor national title has 
served to reinforce the team’s high 
hopes for the rest of the season.
“I think this could certainly be 
the best track season that ONU’s 
men’s team has ever had,” Jones 
said. “We have the depth and per­
sonnel this year like we never had 
before.”
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